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Overview

� What is the Openstack Identity Service

� Keystone Services

� Understand Keystone Configurations Commands

� Services and their endpoints

� (Hints) on installation and configuration

� Working with OpenStack Project, users, Domains and Groups
(hands-on)
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What is the OpenStack Identity Service? 

The OpenStack Identity Service, also known as Keystone, provides – a set of services developed for 
the purposes of user authentication and authorization by OpenStack cloud. The service allows to 
securely check the client’s identity and assign a unique access code (token) trusted by internal 
services.

� The OpenStack Identity service provides a single point of integration for managing authentication, 
authorization, and a catalog of services.

� It is the first service a user interacts with. 
� Once authenticated, an end user can use its identity to access other OpenStack services

� Other OpenStack services leverage the Identity service to ensure users are who they say they are 
and discover where other services are within the deployment



Overview of Keystone Capabilities (1)
Identity

� Identity refers to the identification of who is trying to access cloud resources. 
� In OpenStack Keystone, identity is typically represented as a user. 

� In simple deployments, the identity of a user can be stored in Keystone’s own database. 
� In production or enterprise environments, an external Identity Provider is commonly used.

� Authentication
� Authentication is the process of validating a user’s identity. 
� In many cases, authentication is initially performed by a user performing a login with their user identity 

and a password. Keystone is capable of performing all the authentication steps itself. 
� Keystone is pluggable such that it easily integrates with an existing hardened production authentication 

service, such as LDAP or Active Directory. 

� While a user identity is typically initially authenticated with a password, it is very common as part of this 
initial authentication to create a token for subsequent authentications. 

� Tokens also have a limited lifespan and expire so that their usefulness is limited if they are stolen. 
� OpenStack relies heavily on tokens for authentication and other purposes — and Keystone is the one and only 

OpenStack service that can issue them. 
� Currently, Keystone uses a form of token called a bearer token. =>whomever has obtained ownership of the token, 

is capable of using it to authenticate and access resources. 



Overview of Keystone Capabilities (2)

Access Management (Authorization)

� Once a user identity has been authenticated and a token has been created and allocated – it 
starts the Access Management.

� Access Management, also referred to as Authorization, is the process of determining what 
resources a user is permitted to access. 

� Cloud environments such as OpenStack provide users with access to large amounts of resources. => 
there needs to be a mechanism for determining which users are allowed to create new instances of 
a particular virtual machine, etc

� Keystone maps Users to Projects or Domains by associating a Role for the User for that Project or 
Domain. 

Ø Other OpenStack projects (Nova, Cinder, and Neutron) examine the User’s Project and Role associations 
and evaluate this information using a policy engine. => examines this information (the Role value) and 
makes a determination about what actions the user is allowed to perform.



Keystone Services (1)
� Authentication (or Identity) Service:

� Allows for credential validation of username and 
password pairs when cloud users log into the cloud 
environment. 

� Keystone can use a Database to store these 
username/password pairs or it can use an external 
source such as an LDAP server. 

� Concepts:
� Users - represent an individual API consumer

� A digital representation of a person, system, or service that 
uses OS services

� A user itself must be owned by a specific domain

� Groups
� container representing a collection of users. 
� A group itself must be owned by a specific domain



Keystone Services (2)

� Resource Service:
� Resource Service manages all of the data relative to 

projects/tenants and domains. 
� Concepts:

� Projects
� base unit of ownership in OpenStack, in that all resources in 

OpenStack should be owned by a specific project
� A project itself must be owned by a specific domain

� Domains
� high-level container for projects, users and groups
� Keystone provides a default domain, aptly named ‘Default’.
� Define administrative boundaries for managing Identity entities.
� Users can be granted the administrator role for a domain. A domain 

administrator can create projects, users, and groups in a domain 
and assign roles to users and groups in a domain.

� Projects are the entities that are granted access to the cloud 
resources and Domains are entities that are used to manage 
groups of projects and users. 



Keystone Services (3)

� Assignment Service:
� manages all of the data relating to roles and the role 

assignments. 
� Roles are assigned to users and are what grant or restrict 

access to specific cloud resources.
� Concepts:

� Roles
� Dictate the level of authorization the end user can obtain.
� Roles can be granted at either the domain or project level.
� A role can be assigned at the individual user or group level. 

Role names are unique within the owning domain.

� Role Assignments
� A 3-tuple that has a Role, a Resource and an Identity

�



Keystone Services (4)

� The Authorization (or Token) Service:
� Works hand in hand with the Authentication Service by 

creating authentication tokens for authenticated users 
and services that allow them to gain access to other 
OpenStack services. 

� Concepts:
� Token

� An alpha-numeric text string that enables access to 
OpenStack APIs and resources.

� A token may be revoked at any time and is valid for a finite 
duration. While OpenStack Identity supports token-based 
authentication in this release, it intends to support 
additional protocols in the future



Keystone Services (2)

� Service Catalog.:  Endpoint registry & discovery
� It provides a central index of cloud services and 

their endpoints. 
� This can simplify the configuration of the other cloud 

services because instead of having to configure 
each cloud service manually to know how to 
communicate with every other cloud service, you 
can just configure the service to use the Service 
Catalog to look up the endpoint of the service that 
they need to communicate with.

� Concepts:
� Service

� An OS service that provides endpoints through which 
users can access resources and perform operations 

� Endpoint
� A network-accessible address,  (URL), through which 

you can access a service. 



Keystone Services and their backends



More on Service Catalogue

� Users and services can locate other services by using the service catalog, which is managed by 
the Identity service. 

Øa service catalog is a collection of available services in an OpenStack deployment. 
ØEach service can have one or many endpoints and each endpoint can be one of three types: admin, 

internal, or public. 
ØIn a production environment, different endpoint types might reside on separate networks exposed to 

different types of users for security reasons. 
ØThe public API network might be visible from the Internet so customers can manage their clouds. 
ØThe admin API network might be restricted to operators within the organization that manages cloud 

infrastructure. 
ØThe internal API network might be restricted to the hosts that contain OpenStack services. 

ØAlso, OpenStack supports multiple regions for scalability. 
ØTogether, regions, services, and endpoints created within the Identity service comprise the service catalog

for a deployment. 
ØEach OpenStack service needs a service entry with corresponding endpoints stored in the Identity service. 

This can all be done after the Identity service has been installed and configured.



Service Catalog Management Commands



Services and their endpoints



Services and their endpoints
Services Service endpoints



Services and their endpoints
Services

Service endpoints



Keystone components

� The Identity service contains these components:
� Server - a centralized server provides authentication and authorization services using a RESTful 

interface.
� Drivers - or a service backends are integrated to the centralized server. 

� used for accessing identity information in repositories external to OpenStack, and may already exist in the 
infrastructure where OpenStack is deployed (for example, SQL databases or LDAP servers).

� Modules - middleware modules run in the address space of the OpenStack component that is using 
the Identity service. 

� intercept service requests, extract user credentials, and send them to the centralized server for 
authorization. The integration between the middleware modules and OpenStack components uses the 
Python Web Server Gateway Interface.



Install & Config (hints) - Prerequisits



Install & Config (hints)



Install & Config (hints)

� The



Install & Config (hints)



Troubleshooting the Identity Service
� To troubleshoot the Identity service: review the logs in the /var/log/keystone/keystone.log file.
� Use the /etc/keystone/logging.conf file to configure the location of log files.

Loging
� The name of the file specifying the logging configuration is set using the log_config_append option in 

the [DEFAULT] section of the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file
� To route logging through syslog, set use_syslog=true in the [DEFAULT] section.

� Domain-specific configuration
� Keyston supports domain-specific Identity drivers
� By default disabled
� Stored in domain-specific configuration files, or in the Identity SQL database using API REST calls.
� for domain-specific configuration files

� Add in /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file

� Storing configuration options in SQL database
� Set in the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf



Keystone’s Primary Benefits

� Single Authentication and Access Management interface for other OpenStack services. 

� Keystone handles the complex tasks of integrating with external Authentication systems and also 
provides uniform Access Management for all the other OpenStack services, such as Nova, 
Glance, Cinder, Neutron, etc., and thus Keystone isolates all the other services from knowing how 
to talk to different identity and authorization providers.  

� Keystone provides a registry of containers (“Projects”) that other OpenStack services can use to 
segregate resources (e.g., servers, images, etc.).  

� Keystone provides a registry of Domains that are used to define separate namespaces for users, 
groups, and projects to allow segregation between customers.

� A registry of Roles that will be used for authorization between Keystone and the policy files of 
each of the OpenStack services.  

� An assignment store allowing users and groups to be assigned roles on projects and domains.  

� A catalog storing OpenStack services, endpoints, and regions, allowing clients to discover the 
service or endpoint they need.



Conclusions

� The reason Keystone is so important is that it simplifies interaction between and with 
all of the cloud services. 

� Without the OpenStack Identity Service, every user would have to be separately granted 
access to every cloud service, greatly increasing administration overhead and creating more 
opportunities for errors and misconfiguration. 

� In summary, the OpenStack Identity Service, or Keystone, provides a range of services 
that allow users and cloud services to interact with a minimized amount of 
configuration and a high degree of security. 



References � https://docs.openstack.org/keystone/latest/admin/identity-
concepts.html
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Tokens

� The

https://docs.openstack.org/keystone/wallaby/admin/tokens-overview.html

https://docs.openstack.org/keystone/wallaby/admin/tokens-overview.html

